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Abstract. A study is made of the generation and propagation of transient wave motions 
in a layered elastic medium due to an asymmetric discontinuity of shear stress acting over 
a finite circular region at the interface of the composite medium. The solutions for the 
surface P- and SV-, SH-wave motions are obtained. 
1. BASIC EQUATIONS AND BOUMDARY CONDITIONS 
We consider a layered elastic medium consisting of a layer (I) of a semi-infinite, homoge- 
neous, isotropic elastic half-space in the region 0 5 z < oo and an adjacent layer (II) of 
finite thickness h occupying the region -h < z 5 0. We choose the cylindrical polar co- 
ordinates (r, B, z) with the origin on the boundary surfaces, z = 0, of the layer I. We take 
the z-axis positive downwards as well as normal to the layered medium. With z = -h 
as the free surface of the upper layer II, pi,/+, ce, csj denote the density, modulus of 
rigidity, dilational wave velocity and shear wave velocity of the layer I (j=l) and layer 
II (j=2) respectively. the motion is generated in this composite medium by asymmetric 
tractions acting over a circular region at the boundary (interface) surface at z = 0. We 
denote the displacement field by 2 = (u,, ue, u,) which can be expressed in terms of a 
scalar potential 4 and in a vector potential & = ($+, $0, (jlz) in the form g = 04 + Vx$ 
and V./,=O. 
In the absence of the body forces, the equations of elastic motion are satisfied provided 
the displacement potentials 6, $* (= & *i$e) and tiE satisfy the following equations (see 
Mindlin [ 11): 
22 = &724 a2ti* 
at2 , 
- = c; at2 (l.lab) 
a24z - = cyljr, at2 (14 
where cd and c, are the dilational and shear wave velocities in the medium. 
The elastic waves are generated by the asymmetric discontinuity of stress which is 
prescribed on the interface in the form 
ein"[G,(r),H,,(r),O] on z = 0 (1.3) 
n=-ccl 
where f(t) is a real-valued function of time t, H(t) is the Heaviside unit step function 
and the quantity [F]? is defined by 
pq+ = *lnl+ F(. . . ,z) - lillil_ F(. . . ,z), 
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and G-,(r), H-,( ) r are the complex conjugates of Gn(r) and H,(r) respectively. 
The displacement components are assumed to be continuous at the interface, that is, 
I% ue, %I+ = 0 (1.4) 
The free surface z = -h is assumed to be traction free, that is 
z^r = ze = z^z = 0 onz=-h (1.5) 
We further assume that the displacement is to be evaluated subject to the condition 
that the medium is at rest and the displacement components remain bounded as z + co. 
2, FORMAL SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
We first take the Laplace transform of the equations (l.l)-(1.2) and the interface 
condition (1.3) and denote the Laplace transform by bars and the Laplace transform 
variable by s. We next assume the e-dependence is of the form exp(in0) and apply 
the Hankel transform of the resultin equations and appropriate conditions. Assuming 
that the displacement components remain bounded as z -+ 00, the Laplace transformed 
potentials in layer I are obtained in the form 
C#J = 2 eine /* b,kJ,(kr)e-“vd’dk 
f&=-CO 0 
(24 
{?+,5-,&) = 2 e’“B~mIcnJn+l(kr),d,J,-l(kr), 
n=-CO 
(c,, - d,)(2qd~)-1kJn(kr)}ke-2qB’dk, 
(2.2abc) 
A set of similar integral solutions in the layer II is given by 
7 = 2 eine Jrn kJn(kr)(b,~e-Pqdl + b,2eEqda}dk 
f&=-CO 0 
(2.3) 
{5+,3_,5,} = 2 eine lrn [c,Ie-2’1e2 + c,2ezqea]x 
n=-co 
where 
x J,+l(kr), [dnle-“q*a + d,~e”~n’]Jn_~(kr)[{(c,~ - d,l)e-zqsa- 
- (c,;? - dn2)erqP:‘}k(2q,2)-1 J,(kr)]kdk, 
(2.4abc) 
t 
and %j = (2.5ab) 
and b,, c,, &; bnj, cnj, dnj (j = 1,2) are nine unknown functions of k only which can 
be determined from the transformed conditions (1.3)-(1.5). 
We further use the following notations to evaluate the displacement components in 
simpler forms (Maiti and Mitra, [2]) 
u+(n) = u,(n) + iue(n), u_(Vz) = u,(n) - iue(n) (2.6ab) 
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where 
cm 
ur,e,s = c einew.E(~) 
n=--00 
u*(n) = u;(n) + u;“(n) + “y(n), 
u*(n) = u,‘(n) + uy (n). 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
where superscripts P, SV- and SH- represent the contribution from P, SV-, and 
SH- waves respectively. We have therefore obtained the P, SV- motion for the partic- 
ular case c,r = C,Q, cdl = c&; the reflected waves arising from the interface are thus 
missed. However, for SH- waves, the displacement components can be expanded in a 
series, each term of which can be evaluated exactly by Cagniard‘s technique; the different 
terms correspond to the waves reflected once, twice, n-times at the interface. 
3. SURFACE DISPLACEMENT 
We now specify a particular form of the stress discontinuity as 
[“,&I’ = UP,(;)“+’ [cosmB,sinm~!J,O]d(t)H(a - r) (3.1) 
where m is a positive integer, a is the radius of the stressed region, a(t) is the Dirac 
function of distribution, and H(r) is the Heaviside step function. 
(a) P and SV- wave motions 
Assuming cdl = cd2 = cd and c.,l = c,2 = c,, and following the procedure of Maiti and 
Mitra [2], the P,SV- surface motions are given by 
uP,s” - 
r - { 
u:‘“(m) + ucsv (m)} cos m0 
P,SV ue = 
{ 
uTsv (m) + UP,‘“(m)} sin m0 
~2”” = u:““(m) cos mB 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4 
in which 
where 
(q2 - w”) m0 dq 
(q2 + w”) R dt 1 dw Q=‘ld (3.7) 
<oY, 3.T”) = - C Ha 1”” Im [ (q2Q~~lR {I, cIi”ww;“> 21 _ dw (3.8ab) 
a=s,sd Aa q--48 
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0’” = 2 c H8 z 
8=s,sd (3.9ab) 
R2 = r2 + a2 - 2racos C$ 
and all other parameters involved in the above results are known. 
(b) SH- wave motion (general case). 
The displacement components for SH- pulse are evaluated assuming cbl > c,2. These 
components are SH- pulses are obtained by the procedure similar to that described 
above. The results are given as follows: 
uz” = {u+(m) + u_(m)}cosmB, uiH = {u+(m) - u(m)}sinmB (3.1Oab) 
where u*(m) = u,(m) fiue( m and the Laplace transformed quantities E+(m) and ) 
it_(m) are given by -ii&(m) = Poa~*(m) 
with 
T*(m) = I cQ J,+a(k a)J,+l(k r)(2D)-‘dk, 0 (3.11ab) 
D = /.~2r~a2 c sh qalh + j~lval sinh rl - slh. 
We use Graf’s formula to replace the product of two Bessel functions to obtain 
(3.12) 
where 
{?*,?_} = [rr(2D)-‘{J~(k R)}dk. 
JO 
Substituting k = pu, expanding (2D)- ’ in an infinite series and representing the Bessel 
functions as 
{A(k R),&(k R)} = 2 
I r 0 
’ e--ikRcosw{-cosw,cos3w}dw 
we get 
?* =-&c*(s) 
s=o 
(3.16ab) 
where 
{&(s),K-(8)) = 5 /om /,’ (“~~~~ ~~~)~~$(8){cosw,cos3w}dw du (3.17ab) 
d 
8 = -p(iuRcosw+mdlzd),zd = (2s+l)h,m,i = (u2+cG2)* for j = 1,2. (3.18ab) 
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4. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Numerical computations have been carried out to illustrate the two cases by plotting 
the displacement components against T(= t/a). The first case (r=lOOa) corresponds 
to overlapping of different pulses in the initial stages while the second case (r = 9a) 
illustrates the displacement when there is no such overlapping between first and second 
pulses. The numerical values of densities pi = 2.84,~~ = 3.31 and shear wave velocities 
co1 = 3.55 and ca2 = 4.625 are taken from the model Hb-1 Bullen [3]. The variations of 
&Jr(Kl = 5) and K~ug( KS = K sin me) where K = q with T(= t/a) 
are determined numerically for (i) h/a = 2, m = 2, r/a = 9, (ii)i/a = 2, m = 5, r/a = 
100, and (iii)h/a = 5m = 5, r/a = 100. It follows that the different reflected pulse do 
not overlap for the case (i) in the period between the time of termination (Ti) of the 
first pulse and the time of arrival (2’:) of the second pulse, there is no displacement. For 
cases (ii) and (iii), Klur, K2ue oscillate continuously, the number of oscillations increases 
with increasing asymmetry and decreasing the ratio of the thickness of the upper layer 
to the radius of the circular region of the applied stress distribution. These seem to be 
new features of the solution and they are introduced by the presence of iayer. 
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